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Chairman’s Report November 2020
In the summer edition of our quarterly Newsletter I concluded with the hope
that the Corona virus would at least be under control by the time we got to
the current edition. Sadly, this has not proved to be the case and we remain
in the grip of Covid-19 and struggle to cope with increasingly uncertain times
and adjust to new regimes in our daily lives.
As promised, despite the difficulties, we are pleased to be able to return to
hard copy for this edition of the Newsletter. This has been made possible by
the determination and resolve of the volunteers who edit, contribute and
deliver the Newsletter to your door and from the chair I wish to offer a big
thankyou to all of those involved.
You will most likely be aware by now that we are unable to hold our
traditional AGM at the Redland Bowls Club. This is a big disappointment for
the FODAG committee because it is the one time that we have the chance to
meet with members, deal with the formal business of the organisation and to
gather socially. However, I want to assure you that we have proposed
measures that members will have been made aware of in the news bulletin
issued at the beginning of October. This detailed the actions we need to take
to ensure we are able to operate.
As a reminder.
The FODAG committee proposal is that:
[a] We will go ahead and hold a quasi AGM via email/by post.
[b] That we delay the AGM date by one month to give members time to
respond and to give us time to put everything in place.
[c] We will commit to members receiving the chairman's report, the financial
report, a review of progress and any forthcoming activities.
[e] We will provide an opportunity for members to submit questions/
objections prior to the AGM.
[f] We propose that the current committee serves for another year.
Our first concern is that our members and their families are kept safe but If
you have objections, concerns or questions about the proposed process
please feel free to email me directly at robertjwestlake@gmail.com
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The restrictions placed upon us all have made things difficult; activities have
been deferred or curtailed and the committee have been able to meet only
infrequently. That said, following City Council guidance we have managed to
get our monthly deep litter sorties underway, some of our conservation work
is still able to carry on, work on the new Thomas Memorial planting has
continued and volunteers continue helping with the two remaining goats.
Group organisers have applied stringent precautions to ensure that we meet
our obligations for safe distancing, sanitising and Track & Trace.

The Downs committee met in September via Zoom and considered some
important matters for the Downs. The Downs Committee agreed, that
following consultation exercise the proposers of the Downs loop could move
forward to preparing a planning application. This brings the initiative a step
closer.
Downs Committee members received a request from Cllr. Carla Denyer to
consider ‘yielding’ a parcel of Downs land near the water tower for a new
children’s playground. Concerns about how such a scheme could be funded
and maintained were raised by committee. As an organisation we will need
to debate the proposal and agree a position on whether we wish support
such a scheme. The Downs supervisor reported that following a particularly
busy summer things were now returning to normal.
City Council officers reported on the Downs current financial position and
concerns regarding the loss of income due to the cancellation of events. The
Circus did manage to run with limited capacity and the Breaking Bread event
had done well.
The ongoing situation with Zoo parking was not discussed due to an
impending legal challenge.
Finally, as we come to the end of what has been an extraordinary year and
on behalf of the committee can I thank you all for your continued support and
in the hope that next year we will return to something like normal.
Stay Safe & Well,
Robert Westlake, Chair
Cover Photo Bristol Onion (Derek Catterall)
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Sir William Draper’s Monuments
On Christchurch Green, very near to the
church, are two unusual monuments.
There is, more often than not,
somebody taking a photograph of them
or peering at the writing, trying to read
the worn away English or to decipher
the Latin prose. The monuments’ story
is fascinating.
William Draper (1721-1787) was born in
Bristol, the son of a customs officer, and
was educated initially at Bristol
Cathedral School, later winning
scholarships to Eton and King’s College,
Cambridge. He was elected to a
Fellowship at King’s, but chose a
military rather than an academic career.
Draper entered the army as an Ensign
in a foot regiment and fought at
Culloden and in Flanders. He was
By Gainsborough 1768
commissioned as a Lieutenant-Colonel
th
and raised his own 79 Regiment of Foot to serve in the army of the East
India Company during the Seven Years’ War. He commanded the force in
the capture of the Spanish Colony of Manila in the Philippine Islands in
1762, with comparatively small losses on either side. On his return to
England he built a small mansion, Manilla Hall, at Clifton in 1763 on land
owned by the Society of Merchant Venturers. The house was built in neoclassical style with four massive columns supporting its portico. In 1766 he
erected two monuments in his garden. The cenotaph was located in front of
his new home. These monuments were never ded for public viewing. They
were appropriate in size only for the garden of the private house for which
they were designed. In 1882 the hall was bought by a French Roman
Catholic sisterhood, the Dames de la Mere de Dieu, to be a school. The
nuns, perhaps disliking the idea that the monuments in the garden of Manilla
Hall had been placed there to commemorate events in which the French
were clearly losers, ordered their removal the following year. The
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monuments would have been lost forever had it not been for the efforts of a
local physician and antiquarian, Dr John Beddoe, of Mortimer House. He
found the monuments in a stonemason’s yard in Redland. He organised a
private subscription to save them and had them re-erected on Christchurch
Green near their original site, where they remain to this day. The house was
demolished early in the twentieth century, having been a school for many
years.

Manila Hall Engraving after a drawing by S C Jones c 1835
The Portland Stone
(limestone) cenotaph
consists of a large stone
urn, with a flame
mounted on a
sarcophagus supported
by scrolled legs on each
corner, resting on corners
of a base plinth holding
slate panels with
dedications. It is a tribute
to the fighting record of
Draper's Regiment, the
79th Foot, which had been disbanded at the end of the Seven Years’ War,
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like so many other regiments. It commemorates the 30 officers and 1000
men of the 79th who died under his command during the Seven Years’ War
in the East Indies between 1758 and 1765. The roll of honour includes the
major battles in India in which the regiment was involved as it helped to
finally break the threat of French military superiority: Madras, Conjeveram,
Wandiwash and Pondicherry, as well as the expedition to Manila. It is
reputed to be the UK's oldest public war memorial.
The 1766 limestone obelisk with purple slate panels honours William Pitt the
elder, Earl of Chatham, who was Prime Minister at the time. It recognises
Pitt as a great war leader and that he had chosen Draper for his first major
command in India and thereafter assisted him in his ascent up the military
ladder. Draper’s lifelong friend from Eton, the poet Christopher Anstey,
drafted the Latin inscriptions for both the cenotaph and the obelisk. In 1766,
the Merchant Venturers appointed Sir William to be the Conservator of
Clifton Down. He may have been responsible for the older trees planted on
this spot. As Conservator he supervised the lime burners, lead miners and
quarrymen whose activities so annoyed the residents of Clifton, particularly
because of the noxious smoke of the lime kilns.
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A family has approached CHIS (Clifton and Hotwells Improvement Society)
about the possibility of some sort of memorial for their parents who lived in
Clifton and particularly loved the Christchurch Green part of the Downs.
CHIS have suggested the erection of an information board near the
monuments to explain their unusual background and historical significance.
It is possible that some conservation of the monuments may be feasible,
particularly to make the inscriptions more legible. CHIS is liaising with the
Downs Committee and the Principal Historic Environment Officer of Bristol
City Council over this project.
Paul Main
Clifton and Hotwells Improvement Society Committee

References:
Bristol’s Forgotten Victor: Lieutenant General Sir William Draper KB (17211787), James Dreaper (1998) The Bristol Branch of the Historical
Association Local History Pamphlets
A History of Clifton, Donald Jones (1992) Phillimore
The Victorian Doctors of Victoria Square, Dr Michael Whitfield (2011)
Whitfield Publishing
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Committee Vacancy
We have a vacancy on our committee at the moment. The committee is
made up of twelve people and in normal times we meet up once a month.
We are a friendly group and our aims are to monitor, work with and influence
the Downs Committee, Bristol City Council and all those involved in the
management, maance and improvement of the Gorge and Downs. Our aim
is to protect and enhance the Downs and the Gorge for the benefit both of all
its users and its wildlife.
We run a full programme of talks, walks and events as well as volunteer
programmes such as wildlife monitoring and deep litter clean-ups. There is
quite a lot going on at the moment, the Downs Loop, zoo parking, travellers
and camper vans on the Downs, a new cafe at the Sea Walls and plans for a
children’s playground, so as you can see, we are quite busy.
The Downs have proved to be invaluable during the last six months and
volunteer involvement has never been more important. If you love nature and
you care for the Downs why not join us? As digital technology is constantly
changing how we work some computer skills would certainly be an
advantage.
Please apply to the Chairman Robert Westlake. robertjwestlake@gmail.com

Readers Reply: Playground Proposal
I feel that it would obviously be nice to create a playground for residents of
Clifton and Durham Down - but the Downs are ded to be an open space for
the benefit of all residents of Bristol, not just for residents of this particular
area of Bristol, nor for one demographic section of the community. Do all
parts of the city have access to playgrounds within one mile of their
homes? Residents of the Clifton and Durham Downs area probably have
more scope to access playgrounds (e.g. by car) than residents of some other areas. In addition to the one you mention by the Suspension Bridge,
there is also a playground on Redland Green.)
Furthermore, if such a playground were to be sited near the cafe it would
impinge on the atmosphere of the cafe. I feel that to ‘yield’ a part of the
Downs in this way would be to offer an encroachment on the open space of
the Downs - such as is regretted and regrettable in the case of Zoo parking.

Name and Address Supplied
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Downs News: Suspension Bridge Works
Work to strengthen the cliffs under the eastern tower of the Clifton
Suspension Bridge is expected to take place this Autumn. Contractors will
insert rock bolts and fill in cracks in the rock face beneath the Clifton tower,
according to a recent report to the Downs Committee. The works, which are
still in the planning stages, are expected to take about 12 weeks and to
cause ‘minimal disruption’ for the public.
The not-for-profit charity which looks after the bridge commissioned an
assessment of the stability of the Clifton abutment foundation more than
three years ago. Consultants Geo-Design found that the Clifton abutment
was “de-stressed and weak” and required “vital” maance works to prevent
further deterioration in 2017. The Clifton Suspension Bridge Trust has since
decided to proceed with the recommendations and has been working with
Geo-Design and consultants COWI on the project, according to a report from
COWI to the Downs Committee last month.
The proposed works include the insertion of 23 rock bolts up to five metres
long into the south west slope of the rock face under the Clifton tower.
Naturally occurring gaps and voids in the cliff face would be filled with grout
to reduce further erosion by reducing water infiltration and preventing plant
growth, according to the report.
“Initial discussions with contractors indicate the works are likely to last
approximately 12 weeks and will be undertaken in Autumn 2020 subject to
securing consents and tendering the works," the report states. “Disruption to
bridge users and local residents will be minimal, with the carriageway and
both footways open to the public at all times. The majority of works will be
below the level of the bridge deck and will take place during normal working
hours.”
Natural England must consent to the works before they can take place
because the Avon Gorge is a designated Site of Special Scientific Interest.
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Breaking Bread—Changing Mindset
Tim Clarke and Robin Haward were welcomed to the Breaking Bread site on
Friday August 7th to interview Tom Paine of Team Love for the FODAG
newsletter.
The idea came up from a group of friends in the industry: faced with the
difficulties of reopening small premises – why not co-operate and open up
where there was enough space for virus distancing?
So why the Downs?
Tom: the Downs has so much more space so we would be taking up a
smaller proportion of the whole than we would, say, at Eastville Park or
Victoria Park.
The impression that Tim and Robin formed was of a tightly run professional
organisation that was going to raise money for the Downs Committee (a
percentage of turnover will go to DC). Team Love is the group who run the
rock concerts on the Downs and we know that they try to relate well to local
people and groups such as FODAG. We have witnessed the high standard
of clearing up. Breaking Bread will run until the end of October then it will
take a week to take down and re-instatement will follow supervised by Ben
Skuse, Downs Team Supervisor.
FODAG members and many others who care about the Downs were placed
between a rock and a hard place by central government decisions: how do
you pay for our parks to be looked after? Income to the Downs Committee
has been massively reduced because of the virus – no Freshers’ Fair so
from the point of view of the Downs Breaking Bread seems a good bet.
Some of us find it difficult to accept that there has to be some income
generation in order to protect the Downs.
Tom had dealt with complaints about noise and the feedback from a local in
the flats was that it is now acceptable. He has talked to Sneyd Park
Residents Association; they are not providing parking; re-cycling to a high
level – left over food going to Geneco at Avonmouth; toilets are composting;
fuel used is biofuel; tables have been specially made and are re-usable.
There are lots of positives: virus distancing is well in place, for example, with
temperatures taken on arrival and hand sanitising, of course. Breaking
Bread has 4 restaurants – Pony and Trap, Pasta Loco, Pipe and Slippers
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and Team Love. About 100 people work on site and communication and co
-operation with other local outlets is a major aim.
The office is open all the time that Breaking Bread is open and people with
concerns can ring 03301226227 Bookings were full for August - and it is
essential to book in advance for safety reasons..
Tom showed Tim and Robin round the site which looked well ordered and
calm – at that time of day with no customers so only staff. The pub garden
section looked airy and inviting.
As Breaking Bread is a completely different concept, Tim and Robin felt that
the lovely Downs Cafe would not be affected. Tom and Josh (of Pony and
Trap) are local people so in fact have loved the Downs for years....
So come on Tom what’s your favourite dish?
Tom: Fish Pie, no question.
Tim Clarke & Robin Haward
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History of the Downs Rangers
At their fifth meeting in 1862, the Downs Committee authorised the local
nurserymen Garraways to continue to superd trees near the Zoo and the
plantation around the Water Tower reservoir. They also authorised the Town
Clerk to employ a man, as long as the wages were less than £1 per week.
Francis Edney was engaged upon trial as 'Hayward' at 16/- per week and his
appointment was confirmed in April 1862 when it was also ordered 'a proper
distinguishing dress be provided'. By August 1862 he was being referred to
as the Downs Ranger.

The appointment was made by the Town Clerk which began a confusion as
to whether the Downs Committee staff were or were not Council employees,
only resolved in 1951. In September 1865, the Downs Ranger was instructed
to employ a man to cut the thistles and by October 1878, three men were
employed but this was reduced to two in September 1882. Edney was
dismissed in June 1886 over irregularities in paying wages and no
immediate action was taken to replace him thus reducing the wage bill. He
was 68 and died soon after. In May 1887 his replacement Albert Inch (late in
the employ of William Harford of Old Down House, Alveston, as gardener
and bailiff) was eventually appointed. He was 35 years old and he was
required to enter his report in a book and to wear a badge or band on his hat
bearing the word 'Downs'. In November 1889, the Downs Committee asked
the Watch Committee to appoint the Downs Ranger as constable to act only
on Clifton and Durdham Down but the proposal was turned down. In
December 1889 it was reported that one of the Assistant Rangers was ill and
the Downs Ranger was permitted to pay him half wages (an early example
of sick pay). At the same meeting, the Ranger was allowed to pay the men at
the Pound near the Zoo instead of their having to go to the Council House
(at that time in Clare Street). In August 1896, the Ranger was allowed 1
week holiday with pay. Albert Inch died in April 1899 and 25 guineas was
awarded to his widow. His successor W J B Hobbs had been an assistant
Ranger for seventeen years. However things were not entirely satisfactory
for in December 1902 it was decided to appoint 'an experienced working
Downs Ranger at £100 p.a.' At the next meeting James Findlay was
appointed over the head of Hobbs with effect from 5 January 1903. However
in 1909 Findlay was asked to resign with 3 months notice and Hobbs was
appointed working foreman. With the outbreak of the First World War,
Rangers E Gilbert and Mundy went into the forces, E Gilbert being killed in
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action in July 1917 and George Mundy not returning until January 1919. In
July 1916 it was reported that the men employed were aged between 60 and
70 and in July 1917 the Downs Ranger employed two women to pick up
litter. In 1928 Hobbs died and George Mundy with 29 years service was
appointed as Downs Ranger. A bizarre instance occurred in May 1932 when
it was reported that his coat had caught fire while burning rubbish at Folly
Goss and £5/10/- had been lost of which £2/8/- was Downs Committee
money (at 2005 values, these sums represent about £225 and £100!). As a
commentary on the contemporary employment situation, in February 1935 it
was reported an Assistant Ranger had joined a religious body who kept
Sabbath on Saturday. His offer to make up time by working on Sunday was
not acceptable to the Downs Committee. At the next meeting it was reported
he had withdrawn from the religious body! In 1936 the staff establishment
was the Downs Ranger at £3.75 per week and three Assistant Rangers at
£3.00 per week. Hours of duty were, for the Ranger, all hours with two weeks
holiday, and for the Assistant Ranger 8.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. Monday to
Friday and 8.00 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday with one week holiday.

The Visiting Committee concluded that G W Mundy was unsuitable because
of his health for controlling men and recommended recruitment of a 35-40
year old to be appointed as Working Foreman Ranger at £4.00 per week,
G W Mundy to be reduced to £3.25 per week on appointment. In September
1936, Ernest Pummell, who had been employed as a Labour Supervisor by
the Bristol Public Assistance Committee, was appointed. He was required to
live near Downs so the Downs Committee paid his removal expenses from
Winterbourne to Redland Park in September 1937. Three of the four staff
were called up or directed in September 1939 and it was December 1945
before all of them returned to the Downs. In October 1951 the Foreman
Downs Ranger was put on Staff Grade III Miscellaneous Class Officer on an
annual salary of £352.30 for 44 hour week (at this time other Corporation
workers were still working a 47 hour week). Difficulties in retaining labour in
the mid 1950s are evident; one man resigned for a job in the building
industry and a Bristol University student was employed as a part-time
assistant ranger. C Denyard was appointed as Downs Ranger on the
retirement of E Pummell in November 1961. Gordon Millward came to the
Downs in June 1969,
Gerry Nichols
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Cycle Path: Letter to Downs Committee In the August 2020 edition of The Bristol Nine magazine we were
encouraged to get involved on this subject.
I have already commented briefly on the subject in my letter to the A4018
Improvements Team on 15 February 2019, para 4.but I welcome the
opportunity to comment in greater detail.
I have walked the proposed routes on the Downs a few weeks ago, and I am
totally opposed to the proposed changes for the following reasons:

A. I do not accept that there is “unmet demand” for more cycling routes or
improved cycling routes on the Downs, a claim frequently made by Cycle
Sunday. Cycle Sunday has achieved huge changes already in and around
Bristol and I just wish they would leave our precious Downs alone and
untouched.
B. The proposals, if implemented, will attract “the wrong type of cyclists”. The
natural paths already on the Downs are quite adequate for the leisurely
cyclist riding at a modest pace and taking in the views. These plans would
very much encourage the “speedsters”, lycra clad racers riding multi-gear
thin sports type bikes, no doubt with intimidating dark goggles etc. The claim
by Cycle Sunday that the plans would encourage less motor traffic to the
Downs is nonsense – quite the opposite as these types of cyclists put their
bikes on their cars and drive to selected routes. Very soon word would
spread that if one wants a really fast unobstructed 3 mile route head for the
Downs.
C. The Downs is not a park, and it is very important that it must never be
seen as such. The quickest and most effective way to destroy the
uniqueness of the Downs is to convert them to a Park.
D. Cycle Sunday seem to hold extraordinary influence and prominence with
Bristol City Council and this really needs to be addressed. Walkers and
motorists and the general public seem to be treated as “also rans”. This is all
just wrong and very undemocratic.
E. If the Downs Committee is determined to implement these proposals, and,
as said, I am totally opposed, I trust they may take the following points into
consideration please:
Should the tarmac drives planned be placed where the current natural paths
FOD+AG Newsletter
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FODAG Member - Richard Hensey
are they would seriously impact the whole appearance of the Downs as the
current paths are several metres inset from the trees lining the Downs by the
main roads. So walkers would have to walk through the trees, and some
meters again over grass, and again over the new cycle paths, to gain access
to the Downs proper. This of course brings the danger of being hit by riders
going too fast. This is particularly the case in respect of the route along
Saville Road &,Rockleaze down to the Circular Road at Seawalls.
I see no reason at all for any additional paths at Ladies Mile, or along
Westbury Road.
I assume all trees currently in place will remain untouched.
The proposed plans, if implemented, will require significant track signage and
probably road signage, and in total would be the first move towards turning
the Downs into yet another Bristol park, a playground for cycling speedsters,
a very real danger to walkers with families and pets. The advantage that
walkers enjoy over cyclists at present is that the natural paths do not
encourage fast/reckless cycling.
I ask you all to please reflect on the heritage of the Downs; it needs to
remain where, at a push, one could imagine sheep grazing. It has, over the
past twenty years, become a very busy and active place, far removed from
the original intention of providing a quiet rural space close to the city of
Bristol for relaxation. That was the original intention and vision, and we all
should be a little modest and a little humble, and value what we have been
given by our thoughtful and caring forbears, and do what we can (which
frankly amounts to interfering with it as little as possible) to maintain that
vision.
The wonderful Downs, so close to the busy city, should surely be a place
primarily of quiet solitude, a place to relax and enjoy the magnificent views –
it should not be seen as primarily a place to exercise. It simply cannot be
both.
Richard Hensey
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Zoo Parking Developments
The pressure group Downs for People has called for an end to the legal
dispute over zoo parking on the Downs to avoid “a further waste of Council
taxpayers’ money”. In a hard-hitting paper for the Downs Committee meeting
on Monday 21st September, the group repeats its claim that parking is
contrary to the 1861 Downs Act, which requires the Downs to be managed
for ‘public resort and recreation’. The group explained why it has asked the
courts to review the secret grant of a further twenty-year licence for
parking. It expresses its surprise at being told this licence was not from the
Downs Committee but instead a sub-licence granted by Bristol City Council
following the grant of a licence to the City Council by the Society of Merchant
Venturers.
Downs Committee
The Downs Committee was established under the Clifton and Durdham
Downs (Bristol) Act 1861. It consists of the Lord Mayor (who chairs), six
other councillors, the Master of the Merchant Venturers, and six other
Merchant Venturers.

History of Zoo Parking on the Downs
With licences from the Downs Committee, Bristol Zoo has been parking cars
on the Downs off Ladies Mile since the 1960s. Starting with a few cars on
six days a year, the use grew so that the Ladies Mile site was its main car
park on 81 days a year by the 1990s. The site has space for up to 700 cars,
while the zoo’s two permanent car parks have spaces for only 340.
Campaigning groups have long protested about increased use. In 1996,
when the zoo sought a licence for 102 days, they pointed out that planning
permission was needed for activities on the Downs other than the
established recreational use. The City Council took enforcement action in
1997 against the Downs Committee and the zoo, requiring them to seek
planning permission. Since then, seven temporary planning permissions
have been granted. These have steadily reduced the number of days on
which the site may be used, to 30 days last year (when the zoo used it for 22
days).
Downs Committee licensing: history and mystery
The recent history of Downs Committee licences for zoo parking is confused.
The Committee discussed the zoo’s applications for five year licences in
FOD+AG Newsletter
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public in November 2009 and January 2013. A member of Downs for
People was present. Both applications were granted (despite objections that
this was against the Committee’s statutory remit) and this was recorded in
the Minutes.
The last of these five year licences expired at the end of 2017. Since then,
Downs for People has been trying to find out what was happening. In
response to a Freedom of Information Act request, the City Council
explained in January 2019 that a licence had been granted in 2003 which
would continue until terminated. This made no sense. Downs for People
continued to press for clarification. The group learned at the end of May, in
an updated response to its Freedom of Information Act request, that the zoo
had been granted a licence in secret that allowed it to park for another 20
years, from the beginning of 2020 to the end of 2039. Downs for People
assumed that the Downs Committee had granted the licence. It emerged in
August that this was not the case.
Numerous times over the past 8 years Downs for People has offered to
meet and talk with the Downs Committee to find a solution that meets the
interests of both parties. Our offers have never been taken up or even
discussed around the table at the Downs Committee.
The matter is now in the hands of our lawyers. We say publicly now - and we
have made it clear to our lawyers - that we are willing to explore alternative
means of dispute resolution. Our interests are simple; we want a binding
agreement that Zoo parking on the Downs must end for good.
We hope that the Downs Committee, the City Council, the Society of
Merchant Venturers and the Zoo can agree to this to avoid further dispute
and expense.
The above content is the express view of Downs For People.

Note: The seven organisations which called in June for the licence to be
reviewed were: Friends of the Downs and Avon Gorge; Bristol Civic Society;
Cycle Sunday; Respect the Downs; Bristol Walking Alliance; Redland and
Cotham Amenity Society; and the national Open Spaces Society.
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Autumn on the Downs:
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Derek Catterall
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Albert’s Bridge
We all relish that Seawalls view – west to Avonmouth and Portbury docks,
and east to Brunel’s bridge – an enduring legacy to our city as it spans the
gorge. The bridge has fascinated me since childhood, and I’m in good
company. In 1967, the distinguished playwright Tom Stoppard wrote a radio
play, Albert’s Bridge. In it, a philosophy graduate student gets a job painting
a bridge. It takes him and three other workers exactly two years to paint the
entire bridge, at which time they must begin again immediately since the
paint has a lifetime of two years. To economise on maintenance, the bridge
sub-committee proposes a new paint with an eight-year lifetime. Just one
painter can paint the bridge by himself ‒ Albert.
He finds peace of mind among the girders and his view of the city, reduced in
size to a toy, gives him a sense of power. He boasts he could drown the city
in his own spit. But after two years Albert is only a quarter of the way along
so the old paint is ready for another coat. The bridge sub-committee's
solution is to hire 1800 men for just one day, reporting at 7:00am and
completing the job by nightfall. As the phalanx of painters reaches the
bridge, the tramp-tramp of their marching causes the rivets to pop. The
bridge shivers, girders tense and the bridge collapses.
Let’s consider the detail of Stoppard’s play. The bridge is described as “the
fourth biggest single span, double track, shore-to-shore railway bridge in the
world bar none”. So it’s nothing like our suspension bridge, and rather more
like the cantilevered Forth rail bridge. But Albert’s painting involves a change
of colour, from red oxide to silver. And I can recall our bridge being repainted
like that many years ago. He mentions painting 300 feet above the water
which would compare directly with a working height here at Clifton.
Tom Stoppard left school at 17 in 1954, worked for four years on our
Western Daily Press and progressed to drama critic for the Evening World.
He then moved to the Home Counties and wrote the play in 1967.
So, did the Clifton Suspension Bridge provide inspiration for the nation’s
greatest living dramatist during his time in Bristol? Can we find a convincing
link between the bridge and his radio play? Well, the name of Albert’s bridge
is the Clufton Bay Bridge.
Gordon Young

Clufton . . . Clifton . . .?
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Granny Downs: Journey into Autumn
There’s always a false autumn when the lime seeds fall and the wings turn
golden. The wings and the seeds are themselves scented so the linden
perfume lasts for weeks.
In August, most birds remain silent, young birds twitter a bit now and then.
20th July: first ripe blackberry.
24th July: first ripe conker! Although we have to wait until 18th August for the
first conker collecting families.
The sun through the greenery this month is wonderful, magic, spangled
light.
1st September: long-tailed tits venture out of the bushes for a very short
time.
3rd September: conkers falling on heads and sometimes bits of conker shell
thrown at us by scoffing squirrels. Cars are suffering, too.
6th September: see first singing robin.

8th September: hawthorn berries that stunning red again, oh the autumn
colours, the wonderful autumn colours! And magpies make the landscape
look more beautiful.
I developed a new summer focus during lockdown – collecting the feathers
shed by moulting birds. I write postcards to my grandchildren about what I
see during my short walks and fallen feathers have become a feature. The
Holy Grail would be a shed robin feather or a bluetit (which has the only true
blue colouring in UK birds). But meanwhile, the wood pigeons shed some
pretty gorgeous feathers, fluffy or sleek or both. And when they are held up
to the sun, the colours are exquisite. Last year I found a shed goldfinch
feather, a touch of sunlight along its edge. I also discovered that raindrops
on feathers form the most gorgeous of patterns.
Hawthorn berries stunningly bright, love to see them.
20th September: nuthatches out of moult and telling everyone about it!
21st September: charm of goldfinches bounces overhead, gossiping away!
And more of glorious autumn to come, what a feast of a season.

Geraldine Taylor
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FODAG Conservation Activities
FOD+AG continues its practical conservation work despite lockdown.
Continuing to work on raking the wild flower meadows to encourage more
flowers. We will be moving on to Clifton Camp, but need more volunteers as
this is a larger task. Please contact: robinhaward@blueyonder.co.uk
We are also continuing to monitor the goats and are now entering the season
for deep litter clearance (see Noticeboard p.27 for both)
Committee will be planting of some 3000 bulbs at the Thomas Memorial in
November

Maggie Shapland– Bristol Conservator
We were greatly saddened to hear of the recent death of conservation
stalwart Maggie Shapland. Maggie was an active voice for conservation in
Clifton and Hotwells, and the wider Bristol area.
Maggie was instrumental in a
joint FODAG project to
renovate the Downs Haven
and refurbishing the nearby
cast iron urinal, gaining listed
status for both. FODAG
members who worked with
Maggie could not fail to be
inspired by her drive to get
the job done, no task was
beyond her. Maggie received
a British Empire Medal in
2013 in recognition of her
work to preserve the history
and heritage of Clifton and
was awarded the Bristol Lord Mayor’s Medal in 2017.She was heavily
involved with the Clifton & Hotwells Improvement Society, campaigning for
the best features of the area to be preserved. She was also instrumental in
the ongoing refurbishment of the Clifton Rocks Railway and was also a
member of the Bristol Industrial Archaeological Society, the Brunel Swivel
Bridge Group and the Cumberland Basin Stakeholder Group.
FOD+AG Newsletter
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Equinox

This photo, courtesy of Derek Catteral, was taken around the autumn
equinox and shows a very high perigrean spring tide, when the sun and
moon are in alignment and act together on the water, and also the moon is
at its perigree, closest to the earth. Under the right wind conditions this can
even cause a bore on the Avon as occurs on the Severn.

Downs App
The Downs App was an interactive phone application, that was location
sensitive and provided you with information about the history and wildlife of
the Downs as you moved around them. It has not been functional for some
time, but after extensive investigations by FODAG committee, we have now
identified the person and mechanism to restore it to use. Hopefully we will be
able to announce more details of its return to duty and improvements in the
Winter 2020 newsletter.
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History of the Downs:
Downs
At the Downs Committee Meeting on 1 August 1866, Mr Thomas Howard, the
Docks Engineer, presented a proposal for the material from the works in the
Gorge to remove headlands, straighten the river and to construct a new
entrance lock at Cumberland Basin to be disposed on the Downs: 'Seeing
there are two quarries, one on the south side of Stoke Road and the other
between the Stoke Road and the Westbury Road making together seven
acres and of volume 320,000 cubic yards, the spoil would about fill both
quarries and add to the useful area of the Downs.
To get the wagons up, an incline would have to be formed over or under the
Port and Pier railway and leading up to the Downs. This would be worked by
a fixed engine. From this point, it would require some filling to carry it over
broken ground at the head of the Gorge but the lines would not form a barrier
to carriages or horsemen. It is proposed to work the spoil on the Downs by a
small contractor's locomotive. A number of horses working the wagon
especially in wet weather would cause much more inconvenience and
temporary danger.'
The Downs Committee agreed to this proposal, having been given suitable
undertakings against accidents, cost and restitution of the ground. In October
1866, the Docks Committee awarded the contract for the harbour works to Mr
William Treadwell of Birmingham who had been constructing the Bristol and
Portishead Railway and Pier since 1864 and who was therefore provided with
continuity of work after the opening of the Portishead line in April 1867. The
two lines of track from Cumberland Basin to the foot of the incline to the
Downs were in use by June 1867. The contractor's construction line for the
Portishead branch appears to have been laid to standard gauge and an
engine named 'Jack of Newbury' had been drawn by 14 draught horses to the
Portishead line in January 1867: 'this engine is somewhat larger than the
engine previously used for conveying trolleys. Philip V Desprez wrote in 1947
recalling having been given 'rides on the footplate of the engine working on
the surface of the Downs. The engine was named "Jack of Newbury".' It
would seem therefore that the engine was transferred from the Portishead
line to the Dock spoil tramway.
The incline was a balanced plane, i.e. the rising and falling trucks were
connected by a rope around a windlass driven by a steam winding engine at
the top and was formed generally, on the line of an old pathway leading from
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The Dock Spoil Tramway 1867-1873
the Merchants' Quarries to the Downs The plane was about fifteen feet wide
necessitating quite substantial walls on both uphill and downhill sides which
can still be found in the undergrowth.
The Commoners protest in September 1867 alleging they had exceeded
their powers in 'making a Rail Road with erections and running an engine
across the Common’ without Commoners approval and reserved the right to
action to protect their rights was rejected by the Downs Committee.

Within two months of use, on the 27 July 1867, there was an accident on the
incline. Three loaded trucks were nearly at the head of the incline when the
balancing descending load of two empty trucks became derailed. The signal
was passed to the engineman to stop, which he did, but too quickly. The
momentum of the loaded trucks overran the link from the winding rope to the
wagons at the head of the incline and they became disconnected. About
midway down, prior to crossing the viaduct over the Port and Pier Railway,
they were shunted into rocks by the points man at this point of the incline.
The trucks were going so fast that they ran over the embankment and
dashed with great force against the blacksmith's shop in Mr Eaglestaff' s
quarry. The quarrymen were at breakfast in the shop (it was about 9.00 a.m.)
and were buried in debris but the only major injury suffered was one broken
leg.
On the surface of the Downs, the two largest quarries were substantially
filled by October 1871 and filling then transferred to the Chain Quarry. The
Docks Engineer confirmed that the track and ballast would be removed and
the road crossing of Stoke Road taken up. In October 1872, the Downs
Ranger was instructed to level the banks around the quarry lately filled up on
the Westbury side of the Down and to plant a clump of firs thereon now
known as the Seven Sisters (or at least the surviving three!). As late as
January 1873, the Downs Committee received a letter from Mr Courtenay
Taggart complaining that the tramway prevented foot passengers crossing.
The new Cumberland Basin entrance lock was opened in July 1873 and the
tramway tracks were recovered in September 1873.
Reproduced by kind permission of Gerry Nicols from—The Management of
the Downs.
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Noticeboard: Events
Butterfly Monitoring and Goat Monitoring: If you would like to get
involved please email: martinandglen@hotmail.com.

Deep Litter Clearance: Continues one Saturday a month
please email: martinandglen@hotmail.com.

AGM: The formal AGM will be completed electronically / by post this year
due to the current restrictions. FODAG committee is exploring the possibility
of inviting members to join a more informal Zoom meeting in its place in
January. This will give us a chance to give you the latest updates and
respond to members questions and concerns.

The plants which were put in during the summer around the Thomas
Memorial on Blackboy Hill are now doing well and being maintained by the
FODAG Committee - see below.
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Noticeboard
COMMITTEE:
Robert Westlake (Chair), Martin Collins, Derek Catterall, Terry Hannan,
Joan Gubbin, Robin Haward, Bob Bell, Caroline Baker, Tim Clarke, Barry
Horton & Luke Hudson.
SECRETARY: Jac Solomons
KEY CONTACTS:
Membership:

Joan Gubbin

Articles for the Newsletter:

Robin Haward / Luke Hudson

Please Note: Deadline for submissions for the Winter edition is 10th
October 2020. Articles to robinhaward@blueyonder.co.uk or
fodagcontent@gmail.com.
Subscriptions: £10.00 per individual or £19.00 per household per calendar
year. Please ask for a standing order.
Please go via the website
OR
by post: The Membership Secretary, 3 Wallcroft, Durdham Park, BS6 6XJ.

SOCIAL MEDIA:
Website: http://www.friendsofthedowns.org The website has further
information on events and a regular blog on the Downs.
Facebook: Do please join the group on Facebook, and like/share the page
to spread the word. @fodagbristol.
Instagram: Friends_of_the_Downs.
Please send any Downs & Gorge photos to fodagcontent@gmail.com.
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The Book Cover for Albert’s Bridge

